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Introduction 
This document is part of the Sonia Zen series.  Sonia Zen documents aim to provide practical, step-by-step 

guidance in the use of Sonia.  Each document is intended to be self-contained, concentrating on a small number of 

processes or skills.   

 

This document examines Forms. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with using Sonia. 

 

What is a Form? 
A form is a way for Sonia administrators to replace paper-based forms with an electronic form that can be 

completed by a respondent via their web browser (or mobile app for students and university supervisors).  The user 

does not download or upload the form; it is completed right in Sonia.  

 

The information entered on the forms by users such as students, supervisors or site staff is retained securely in the 

Sonia database.  Like a paper form, different parts/questions may be completed by different people; but unlike 

physical forms, it is available instantly without waiting for it to be carried or sent from one person to another. 

 

Completed forms become a permanent record that can be exported, printed, or saved as you wish. Each 

respondent who had access to the form can access it at any point in the future through their Forms tab. 

 

Forms are designed by university staff to fit their own purposes.  Each School can create and customise an 
unlimited number of forms.  Some samples are available on the Sonia Support website. If you would like to 
contribute a form to this pool, please remove your logo and references to your school, and send it to 
help@soniasupport.com. 
 
 

  

https://www.soniasupport.com/hc/en-au/sections/115000271994-Electronic-Form-Templates


 

 

Setting the Scene 
A form is simply a series of questions displayed one after another down the screen.  For example, the image below 

shows a mockup in Microsoft Word of a fictional form, “Pet Care Journal”.  

 

 
 

In the above example, the form consists of 7 lines or questions (marked in red).  The first is an ornamental or 

informative label; 2 and 3 are tables containing a series of questions; 4 and 5 are simple text or multiple-choice 

questions; 6 and 7 are places where a student and their supervisor can sign the form to acknowledge their 

completion of the form.  

 

The green numbers in the first table indicate data fields that the student needs to complete about their 

placement.  In the second table there is a column for the student’s evaluation of their own skill in this area and a 

column to be completed by their supervisor. 

 

Once a form has been assigned to a student, supervisor or site contact to be completed, it will appear in Sonia 

Online for that person. 

 

  



 

 

Here is how the form looks to a student once it has been designed in Sonia: 

 
 

The key points from this screen: 

1. The student details in the top table have been automatically filled from Sonia data; in fact, these fields have 

been set to be read only for the student, so they can’t change them. 

2. Only fields with the small pencil icon are editable by a student. So, although they can see the answers a 

supervisor gave, they can’t edit them. 

3. The signature lines have been replaced with “Action buttons” consisting of a Save button (for partially 

completing a form) and a Submit button (the one that says “Click to complete” below the second table).   
 

A user signs the form by clicking an action button.  Once they do this, all of the read-write questions for that 

respondent ABOVE the action button will be locked so that the user can’t modify them. However, if the fields are 

marked as editable, the respondent could edit those fields.  Their full name and date/time of clicking the button 

will be embedded in the form where the Action button was. 

  



 

 

Form Design 101 
Before you start designing your form in Sonia you should carefully examine the form you want to reproduce and 

determine how each section can be implemented in Sonia.   

 

Identify each question on the form and decide if it would look best inside a table or as a stand-alone question. 

 

For each table determine the number of columns and rows you will need.  For example, in the Word mock-up 

below, we can see the student information table will need four rows and four columns. 

 
Each question needs to be examined to determine the field type to use.  Is it a text box or a paragraph?  Does a 

Yes/No suffice or do you need a Yes/No/Maybe? 

 

The permissions on each question should be clearly understood: who can see the question, who can edit it?  Is it 

mandatory? 

 

Finally, you may want to start identifying fields that may be auto-filled by data in Sonia, plus any actions that 

need to occur when a form is submitted.  



 

 

Field Types 
The following field types are supported. 

 

Action Buttons 

 
Action buttons consist of a Save Draft button and a Submit button.  The Save Draft button allows the user to save a 

partially-completed form and return later to finish and submit it. The Submit button can have any text you define 

rather than just “Submit”. 

 

The Submit button is used to complete the form.  All mandatory fields ABOVE the submit button must contain a 

response before a Submit is accepted. 

 

To be able to use the Action button, the user’s role (Student, Supervisor, Mentor, Site Contact, Coordinator or 

External) must have read/write or editable permission on the field. 

 

When printing or exporting a form, Action buttons will indicate who clicked them and when.   

 

Calculation 

 
Calculation fields are read-only one-line numeric fields that display the answer to a calculation based on fields in 

Sonia or on the form.  For example, you could have a calculation field at the bottom of a column in a table that 

shows the sum or average of the fields in that column. 

 

Checkbox 

 
Checkboxes are a simple way to collect a mandatory yes/agree result to a question.  If the Checkbox is a 

mandatory field, the user must check the box before they can Submit the form; leaving it un-checked is not an 

option. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Contact Photo 

                  
This field allows the user to upload a profile photo via form.  It does not automatically update their profile. 

 

Date 

 
 

The Date field consists of a text box for entering a date and a popup date picker that will appear when the user 

clicks the small calendar icon next to the text box.  You can set minimum and maximum values that will be 

accepted. 

 

Date and Time 

 
The Date and Time field allows users to select a specific date and time from the two icons to the right of the field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Numeric Values - Decimal (1 place), (2 place), (3 place), and Whole Number 

 
These fields only accept numbers. The “place” refers to the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.  

The example above is “Decimal (1 place)”.  The Whole number field will only allow numbers without any decimal 

places (ie integers). 

 

Document 

 
 

The document field lets users upload one or more documents directly on the form.  The documents are accessible 

as links on the form for users who can view them.  These documents can then be exported to a zip folder.  NOTE: 

Documents uploaded to a form cannot be used in Sonia communications. 

 

You can set a minimum and maximum number of documents that can be uploaded on the field.  A form can contain 

multiple separate document fields. 

 

Drop-down List 

 
This is similar to the horizontal and vertical multiple choice fields, but the popup list makes it more suitable when 

there are many options to choose from and you are trying to keep the size of the form as small as possible. 

 

Drop-down list (multi-select) 

 
This is the same as a drop-down list, except that multiple items can be selected. 



 

 

External Invitation 

 
The external invitation field is a way for people completing a form to enter the email address of someone who will 

be able to access the form using the “external” role.    

 

For example, a student might need to forward this form to someone who can give them a reference or validate the 

information the student has submitted.  This invitation will be “pushed out” when the user clicks the submit 

button. Note that the external recipient must have at least read-only permission on certain fields on the form and 

a submit button. 

 

Default messaging in the big white space can be customized in School Options > Notifications > Other tab > 

“Anonymous form invite”. The form respondent can edit this text before submitting the form. 

 

Five Star Rating 

 
This field will record a number from 1 to 5 in 0.5 increments. The example above would be stored as 2.5 (out of 

5).  This is a quick way to obtain a simple quantitative answer to a question. 

 

Four character masked single line text 

 
This is the same as a single line text box, except the field’s value is partially obscured. Only the last 4 characters 

will be shown. 

 



 

 

Heading 

 
The Heading field is just like a Label field type.  The difference is to do with the HTML markup around it.  Heading 

fields will be contained within <h2></h2> tags.  Headings are usually used to define different sections of the form.  

This helps screen readers and browsers to interpret the form correctly. 

 

Horizontal list 

 
This field is used when you need the user to make one choice among a small number of “short” options.   

 

Horizontal list (multi-select) 

 
Like the multiple choice field, but more than one option may be selected.  When this data is collected and 

exported, the answers will be in one field, comma separated. 

 

HTML Editor 

 
The HTML field is used like a paragraph text box except the content can be enhanced with HTML rich text 

elements. 



 

 

Label 

 
The Label field provides read-only information. The example shows that a label can consist of multiple lines of 

formatted text and/or images.  

 

Page Break 
The Page break field will force a page break at this point when a user chooses to print the form.  This can be 

useful when trying to format a form to print correctly. 

 

Paragraph text 

 
The Paragraph Text field is used to collect a large amount of text from the user.  The containing box is only four 

lines high, but it will show scroll bars if the text expands over multiple lines.  Once submitted, the box will expand 

to the full text without scrollbars 

 

Single Line Text 

 
This field is for collecting a short response, which can be a number or text.  You can use the “Minimum” and 

“Maximum” properties to ensure the user keeps the text to a defined length.  

 

Single line text includes a Format property.  This is a powerful pattern-based method of making the user enters 

data in a specific format.  For example, if the user had to enter three letters, a dash then 3 digits, set the Format 

property to ‘aaa-###’.  The options for the format are explained in the Appendix at the end of this document. 

 



 

 

Site search 

          
The form respondent can start typing any portion of a site (or parent site) name into the dropdown, and the list of 

active sites will filter as the respondent types.  When a site is selected, the site’s contact information will display 

below the field.  NOTE: This is only available once the form is assigned; it is not available in Preview mode. 

 

Student timesheet 

 
The Timesheet grid will appear on the form just like it appears in Sonia Online.   The “Minimum/Maximum” 

properties on the field control the number of timesheet entries that can be added to the Timesheet in the form. 

 

Timesheet entries on this form field will only become actual entries against the student when the entries have 

been Approved individually AND the form has been Submitted by someone with timesheet Approver role, as 

defined in Sonia in the placement Settings > Timesheets tab: 

 

 
 



 

 

Remember: 

• The form field entries need to be individually approved (which means the field needs to have Read/Write access 

for timesheet Approvers) 

• Forms MUST be assigned to allocated students for the timesheet to appear 

• The settings on the placement group influence the behaviour of the form field 

• Timesheet fields only convert to actual times on the student on final submission of the form 

 

Table 

 
The table field is used to control the layout of a section of a form into rows and columns.  More details on 

designing tables can be found later in this guide. 

 

Time  

 
The time field gives a correctly-formatted time result.  The clock icon next to the field provides a popup picker for 

choosing times of the day from a list. Once a time is selected, it can be edited. In the example above, we see 6:00 

was chosen, but the respondent changed the time to 6:05. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Verification 

 
The Verification field is a special-purpose control that calls an external agency to validate documents and check 

police records.  More information on this field type is found at the end of this document. 

 

Vertical list 

 
The vertical list is ideal if you have a small number of options for a user to pick from, but the choices are too wide 

to fit comfortably on a horizontal multiple choice. 

 

Vertical list (multi-select) 

 
Similar to the vertical list; the difference is that the user can select multiple responses. 

 

 

Yes/No Field 

 
The Yes/No field is basically a horizontal multiple choice predefined with Yes and No answers.  



 

 

Mastering the Form Designer 
Creating a simple form 
 

Create a new form  
On the Sonia Home page, click the “Forms” module button. 

Click the New button on the Ribbon (1), and enter the name of the new form (2)  

 



 

 

You can provide a Description on the form (3). This appears online to explain the purpose of the form.   

 

You can add a Form Category to assist with searching (4).  Create a “form category” list in School Options > Lists.   

 

You can define a default font for the form.  This will set the font family and size when new fields are added to the 

form.  It will also determine the font used by text boxes and other input fields. 

 

The width setting controls the width of the form as displayed in Sonia Online.  If left blank (the default), the form 

will adjust to the width of the screen/window of the device on which it is opened.    

 

Turning on self-selection (5) for a form means that people can select the form without it being explicitly assigned 

to them by a placement officer. This is great for optional forms such as an accident/incident report. 

 

Form Restrictions (6)  

If these check boxes are ticked/checked, the indicated action will be unavailable. 

 
• Deleting responses 

This stops a user from deleting a form that has been assigned to someone to complete or has already been 

completed! 

• Exporting and copying design 

Disables the Export Template and Copy buttons on the ribbon to prevent users from exporting the design of 

the form to a file and prevents copying the form design. 

• Exporting responses 

This disables the Export button on the ribbon, preventing the user from exporting form responses.  It also 

disables the “View results” button (checkered flag icon). 

• Viewing responses in reports 

This option prevents access to the form data via the Sonia report module. 

• Viewing responses via impersonation 

Prevents the Placement Officer from seeing the form content when impersonating the respondent. 

• Exporting responses unless area owned 

A placement officer can be attached to an Area (under School Options > Lists).  If the form has been assigned 

to a student placement, this option compares the Area of the placement group to the Areas the placement 

officer “owns”. If the placement officer does not own the Area, they cannot export responses from this form. 

• Viewing responses in reports unless area owned 

Only placement officers who own the Area of the context in which the form was assigned may report on the 

data from the form. 

• Viewing responses via impersonation unless area owned 

Only placement officers who own the Area of the context in which the form was assigned may see the form 

responses when impersonating the respondent. 



 

 

• Exporting responses unless form owned 

A placement officer can own the form by adding their name on the Placement Officer button on the ribbon.  If 

the placement officer does not own the form, they cannot export responses from this form. 

• Viewing responses in reports unless form owned 

Only placement officers who own the form may report on the data from the form. 

• Viewing responses via impersonation unless form owned 

Only placement officers who own the form may see the form responses when impersonating the respondent. 

 

Settings (7) 

• Show draft content 

When ticked, this will allow other roles with form access to view responses that have only been “saved” but 

not yet “submitted”. 

For example, if this box is ticked, and a form that has a “Supervisor Comment” field that students can see, a 

supervisor will be able to enter and edit text in the field, and when they click “Save Draft”, the student will 

see the draft text.   

If the box is not ticked, the student will not see the text until the supervisor submits the form. 

• Show in Check Manager 

If the form is connected to a managed Check, the form will be available to view from Check Manager 

• Needs Context 

Can Have: The form can be—but doesn’t have to be—assigned with placement context 

Must Have: The form must be assigned with placement context 

Must Not Have: The form cannot be assigned with placement context 

 

Reviewers (8) 

• This is used for Sonia’s student review feature.  A form can be designed with some fields visible to the roles 

“Reviewer 1” and “Reviewer 2”.    

• The setting “Visible to reviewer X after action…” gives you the power to indicate at what point the form is 

available for a reviewer. 

• See the Peer Reviews document for more details. 

 

PDF info (9) 

By checking “yes” to enable this feature, upon completion of this form (i.e., all roles with writable permissions on 

action buttons will have clicked their respective action button; e.g., completion status = 3 of 3), the form will be 

converted to PDF and attached to the assignee’s Documents page with indicated Document Category and visibility 

permissions. 

  



 

 

Adding fields to the form 

 
 

The next step is to add fields to the form in the Design view.   

1. Click the Design button on the ribbon (1).  

2. Click the “+ Add new field to end of form” button. 



 

 

3. Select the field you just added to the middle pane, and then go to the “Item properties” pane (3).  

a. Enter a Name (This is for internal purposes and will be useful for future actions. The name should be a 1- 

or 2-word description of the field.) 

b. Choose a Type from the dropdown list of field types 

c. Enter a Description. (This is what the form respondent sees.)  This would be the question you want the 

respondent to answer. Note that you can paste pictures/images into the Description if you wish. 

d. Active: A field can be temporarily disabled from a form by making it inactive 

e. Mandatory: If checked, the field must have a response before the Submit button can be used to finalise the 

form.  A mandatory field will have a red asterisk to its right, as so →   

 

The “Values” section will be explained later. 

4. In the Permissions area, ensure the appropriate roles have the appropriate permissions for that specific field. 

• The permissions supported are: 

o None – This permission means the role will not see the field appear on the form 

o Read-Only – The user will see the field but will not be able to edit the response 

o Read/write - The user will be able to edit the response in the field until it has been submitted  

o Editable - This permission allows a field to be always editable – even after the form has been 

submitted.   

• By default, all fields are created with no access to any role.  You need to set access explicitly.  Forms 

often contain a series of questions with the same access permissions.  You might find it efficient to create 

the first question, set its permission, test it, then use the Copy function to copy the field multiple times.   

• The External role refers to when the form is emailed to someone without a Sonia login.   This External 

person is known only by the email address the form was sent to. 

• Reviewer 1 and Reviewer 2 can also be external roles, or they can be used for student peer reviewers.  

See the section on Peer Reviews for more details. 

 

Preview the Form 
Periodically check the design of the form.  To do that, save it (click the Save button on the ribbon), then use the 

Preview button to see how the form will appear to each role. 

 
 



 

 

Anatomy of a field in the Design view 

 
 

When you select a field, it will appear highlighted, and the selected item properties pane (described in previous 

section) will show the detailed properties for that field. 

 

They are summarized right on the field panel, as above: 

 

1. The Name of the field 

2. The Description text 

3. The Field type 

4. Multiple buttons, depending on the field type 

a. Up/Down icons to move the field up or down the list of fields.  NOTE: you can DRAG and DROP 

the field to quickly move it up or down the order if you prefer. 

b. Delete removes the field from the form.  NOTE: If anyone has already completed the form, the 

responses will also be deleted and cannot be recovered! 

c. The Edit pencil will only appear for selected field types: Action buttons and Tables.   This is how 

you edit the design of a table or define actions upon a submit (explained later).  

d. Copy will duplicate a field including all properties.  

 
Adding lists to fields 
Some field types require a list of response options for the user to pick from.     

 
Click the edit pencil next to List for the pop-up window in which you enter the response options. Click the green + 

to add rows. 



 

 

Default Values 
The default value for a field can be set to a static value (i.e., the same for everyone) OR to a value from within 

Sonia, such as the name of the student.  The screenshot below shows how to set the default for the Student Name. 

 

 
Sometimes, the default value has to do with the placement context of a form.  For example, if you want to define 

(pre-populate) the name of a student’s placement site, the form needs to know which placement request is being 

referred to.  This is called “context” and is determined when you assign the form to “allocated students”.  

 



 

 

Values – Minimum and Maximum 

 
The Minimum and Maximum settings can be used on numeric, text or date fields.  The settings are intended to set 

limits on data entry.  For example, with a numeric field you might ask a student to enter a number between 1 and 

100; on a paragraph text field, you might limit the characters to a maximum of 300.  For Document fields, the 

minimum and maximum define the number of documents that can be uploaded into the document field. 

  

Designing a Table  
Table fields are containers that group fields into cells, rows and columns to make forms more visually appealing.  

Below is an example of a table in Word with 3 rows and 4 columns. 

 
 

And this is how it could look in Sonia Online once implemented – in this case with 4 rows: 

 
 

This is a classic table design, with a header row, a column of values for a student to complete and a column of 

corresponding answers for their supervisor to complete.  

 

Unless you define the width of the columns, it will be determined dynamically in the web browser and is based on 

the widest value in a column.  This dynamic sizing means the form will work on a variety of devices and screen 

sizes. 

 

Create the table field  
Table fields are added to the form like any other field. Click the “add new field” button (1), and then give it a 

name (2) and field type (3) - Table.   



 

 

 
 

While most fields need a Description, this is optional for tables.  The Description added here will display above the 

table.   

 

You must save the form in order to edit the content of the table.  You will now find that the field has the edit 

icon available (5).  Click the edit icon (pencil) to edit the table. 

 
Setting the table size 

 
The table tab will appear on the form’s window (above).  At this point, you need to set the number of rows and 

columns in the table.  We know from our planning that we want 4 columns, a header row and rows for 3 questions.  

The questions are held in “body rows”.  Fill in these values, then click the Save button. 



 

 

If you need to add additional rows in the future, you can come back to this screen and increase the number of 

body rows. 

 

The Column widths table is where you can control the width of one or more columns.  The units supported include 

percentage of total table width, or absolute measures in cm, mm, inches and pt (points). 

 

Next, we will add fields to the table! 

 

Layout – adding fields to cells 
Clicking the “Layout” button (1) on the Table design ribbon will show the table layout editor (below).  This is 

where we add fields to each cell 

 

 
 

Clicking in a cell will add a field to it.  In the example above, the top left cell has been clicked, and an “Empty 

cell” field has been added (2). 

 

 



 

 

As with the “outside” of the table, each table cell/field needs to be defined in the Properties pane at the right. 

 

Each field has a name, and in Tables, the name defaults to an Excel-like naming standard.  The top row of cells 

would be “A1”, “B1”, etc.  You should change the name of a cell’s field from this default, especially if the field is 

one that you hope to export or extract data from. 

 

The default "Empty cell” type is used so that the background colour of cells can be set without needing to add a 

specific field (like a label) to the cell. 

 

Save the table design often!   

 

Finding the pattern, duplicate the cell 
Before proceeding with the task of adding the rest of the cells in the table, consider the duplicate field option to 

make the task much quicker.  When you select a cell, a small “cog” icon appears in the centre of the table layout. 

Clicking this cog exposes tools to Move, Duplicate and Delete the currently-selected cell. 

 
The duplicate function is particularly useful if you have a number of identical or similar cells.  It will use all of the 

settings on the field – type, description, permissions etc and make a copy in an adjacent cell.  Review your form, 

and look for patterns of duplication based on type of field, permissions etc.   

 

NOTE: Default values are also duplicated, so be sure to change/remove these as necessary. 

 

In our example, there are three distinct types of field.  The labels (in red), the student responses (green) and the 

supervisor responses (blue). 

 

 
 



 

 

Red phase: duplicate the A1 cell (with “Q”) to all of the red cells.  Go back to each and change the Description for 

each one.  

 

Green phase: In cell C2 add a field of type Horizontal multiple choice, and add to the List the values (1,2,3,4,5, 

N/A), make the field Mandatory, and set the permissions so that Students have read/write and supervisors have 

read only.  Now duplicate this field down. 

 

Blue phase:  Duplicate the top student answer field (C2) to the right (D2). Change the permission on D2 so that 

students have read only access, and supervisors can read & write.  Now Duplicate the supervisor responses down 

the form. 

Don't worry if you make a mistake – use the “Cog” to remove any cells added in error. 

 

Remember - Save and preview your design regularly!  

 

The Action button 
Sonia forms can be designed to have sections to be completed in stages or by different roles.  Our examples have 

included fields to be completed by students or supervisors, and we have seen that the permission on an individual 

field can control who can see and or edit the data. 

 

So, if we have a form with some questions to be completed by a student and other questions to be assigned to 

their supervisor or mentor, they each need their own action buttons. 

 

Mandatory fields are only checked for being complete if they are ABOVE the action button being clicked.  Once an 

action button is submitted successfully, the fields ABOVE it will be locked/disabled if the permissions are read-

write; any fields below it will still be editable if permitted. Field with Editable permission can edited after the 

initial submit as long as the respondent’s action button also has Editable permission. 

 

See the “Power of Action Buttons” guide to learn more about what can happen upon clicking an action button! 
 

Column and Row Action Buttons on Tables 
Tables can contain Action buttons, as well. These action buttons will not trigger notifications when they are 

submitted. 

 

Consider the form below: 

 



 

 

 
 

Students need to fill in the first (blue) column of answers without completing the green column – this is done later 

in the placement.  Column Action buttons are used in the last row to submit just the cells in that column.  For 

example, if any of the mandatory fields in the Week #1 column weren’t filled in, the student wouldn’t be able to 

click the “Week 1 Complete” button. 

 

Row Action buttons work in the same manner, but on a row at a time. 

 

These are in the Type dropdown as “Column action button” and “Row action button”. 

 

  



 

 

Viewing and editing results 

 
The respondent page (above) is found on a Form window.  It shows every assigned instance of the current form.  

Note the filters above almost every column on the table – this allows you to quickly limit the list of results or find 

the form for a particular person. 

 



 

 

The toolbar to the right of the table provides the following functions: 

(1) Edit the responses to the form. This will open a browser window showing all of the fields in the form with the 

responses.  As a placement officer, you can edit any response. You can also “unsubmit” any Action button 

so that a user who has submitted their form by mistake will be able to return to the form to correct their 

answers. 

(2) Edit the form in the Role of a Placement Officer.  This requires active action buttons and permissions as part 

of the design of the form. 

(3) The Delete button will remove the instance of the form. The responses will be deleted forever. 

(4) The View/Open button will open a new student/supervisor/site contact window showing the selected contact. 

(5) Impersonate will open Sonia Online for that person 

(6) The Copy button will copy the text in the table for the rows selected.  You can then paste this into Word or 

Excel.  This is handy for analysis or communication purposes. 

(7) The checkered flag will open the selected forms in a browser window for placement officer read-only review 

of responses. 

(8) The Due Date button can set or change the due date on the selected forms 

(9) Invite External – use this to send a copy of this form via email to an anonymous external user. It is also used 

to set “Reviewer 1 and 2” roles.  If a respondent is selected you will be able to select reviewers, otherwise 

only “external” will be available and this will create a new form instance. 

(10) This will export the files in “Document” fields from the selected forms.  They will be saved in a zip folder you 

specify on your computer. 

(11) This option will delete the documents from within the selected forms.  The placeholders for the documents 

will remain, but the document content will be no longer viewable. 

  



 

 

Editing an assigned form 
Selecting a respondent and clicking the Edit button will open a browser window showing an editable view of the 

form: 

 
 

All fields will be visible and editable.  Action buttons that have been submitted will appear with a checkbox (1).  

Below the button will appear the name and date/time of whoever has last saved or actioned the form (2).   

 

If the form needs to be “unsubmitted”, uncheck the checkbox on the action button and save the results (3).  



 

 

Forms Online 
Student view 

 
 

Students see each form as a panel of information (2).  They may have self-selection options (1).  Each form has an 

edit button (3) that will open the form in a new window for editing.  Warning symbols (4) for overdue forms and 

missing checks are obvious. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supervisor, Coordinator, Site Contact View 

 
 

When a Site Contact, Supervisor, or Coordinator access Forms, they will see, like students, a panel view of any 

personal forms addressed to them (1). 

 

Below that, they will see a list of forms assigned to students assigned to them.   

 

If the Supervisor is a coordinator (as in the example above), then an additional section will show forms that 

require their attention as a coordinator.  This is very similar for a Site Contact who is serving as a mentor and 

tagged as Primary Contact for a site: If the form has fields with both Site Contact and Mentor permissions, the 

form will display in the “Mentor-Current Students” (similar to #2 above) as well as in the “Sites-Students” (similar 

to #3 above). 

 

Note: Coordinators can also browse through an individual student’s forms via the Students/coordinator tab.  



 

 

Accessibility and Forms 
When designing forms in Sonia you may wish to take into account accessibility.  Typically, this means supporting a 

user who needs a screen reader or similar device to read the form and know where and what to enter.  A screen 

reader will interpret the text on the screen and speak the words using a synthetic voice through the computer’s 

audio device. 

 

Screen readers can look for information embedded in the web page to help make sense of the layout and content 

of the page.  For example, they expect pictures/images to include a tag explaining the purpose of the image. 

 

In most cases Sonia takes care of all details for this.  Images that you may paste into Label fields will have this 

information added to them automatically so that accessibility tools will find them.  Fields without Descriptions (for 

example data entry fields in a table) will have the name of the field automatically added as a label.   

 

Some simple things to watch for: 

• The pencil icon that appears next to editable fields has a Title and Alt tag of “editable” 

• Images in labels have Alt tags, but they are blank – so don’t rely on images to convey meaning 

• The mandatory symbol (a red * to the right of the field) – you may wish to add an explanation for this in the 

heading label of your form. 

• As much as you can, put a Header row in table designs.  Readers recognise the header tag as a key to the data 

in the rest of the table. 
 

In general, when you are designing forms for accessibility, follow some simple rules: 

• Avoid embedding images, especially if they have important meaning or content that must be read before 

completing the form 

• Make sure you pick font sizes and colours that are easy to read 

• Use field types that work best with readers – perhaps vertical multi-choice works better than a dropdown list. 
 

  



 

 

Appendix 
 

Using Calculation fields 
Calculation field are read-only numeric fields that have a default value that is calculated based on fields on the 

form or somewhere else in Sonia.  

 

To create a calculation field, add a field and select “Calculation” as its type (1).   

Then, edit the “default” value (2) – this is where the mathematical expression is edited (3).  In the screen below, 

a cell on a table contains a calculation field that is meant to show the average of the cells above it. 

 

To do a “column average”, click the AVG COL button.  It displays this formula: AVG(‘CalcTable’,COL(2,1:N)). 

This means average, in the table called “CalcTable”, column 2, rows 1 through the row above the calculation 

field.  If row 1 is a header row, consider editing the “1” to 2 and then the N to be the number of the last row 

needed in the calculation. In the example below, that would be 6. So the edited formula would be 

AVG(‘CalcTable’,COL(2,2:6)) 

 
 

Calculation fields can also reference values held in Sonia numeric fields, including custom fields 

 

If doing an average outside a table, simply select the fields to add together from the “form fields” section of the 

pop-up window above, and then divide by the number of fields. 

 

It is also important to note that the field names included in the formula must not contain periods.  As periods 

separate parts of the form, having them in a field name can confuse Sonia. 

 



 

 

As you enter numbers on a form with a calculation field, you won’t see the results of the calculation until the Save Draft 

or Submit action button is pressed.  This is because the calculations are done on the Sonia server, potentially retrieving 

data from other fields in Sonia. 

 



 

 

Input Mask Design for Single Line Textbox Fields 

 

Mask Element MaskPart class Description 

# DigitMaskPart 
Digit or space (optional). If this position is 

blank in the mask, it is rendered as a prompt 
character. 

L UpperMaskPart 
Uppercase letter (required). Restricts input to 

the ASCII letters A-Z. 

l LowerMaskPart 
Lowercase letter (required). Restricts input to 

the ASCII letters a-z. 

a FreeMaskPart 
Accepts any character. If this position is blank 

in the mask, it is rendered as a prompt 
character. 

<n..m> NumericRangeMaskPart 
Restricts the user to an integer in the declared 
numeric range. Numeric range mask parts can 

occupy multiple positions. 

<n...m> LongRangeMaskPart 
Restricts the user to an integer in the declared 
numeric range. For the internal representation 

of the value is used Int64(Long) type. 

<Option1|Option2|Option3> EnumerationPart 
Restricts the user to one of a fixed set of 

options. The pipe("|") serves as a separator 
between the option values. 

* LiteralPart 

When adding * character to the Mask it 

appears as literal. In case it is added to 
the DisplayMask the * symbol appears on blur. 

\ N/A 

Escape character, allowing the following 
character to act as literal text. For example 

"\a" is the character "a" rather than including a 
free mask part. "\\" is the literal back slash 

character. 

Any other characters LiteralPart 

All non-mask elements appear as themselves. 
Literals alwaysoccupy a static position in the 
mask at run time, and cannot be moved or 

deleted by the user. 



 

 

The Verification Field 
The verification field is a very specialised control that links to two external providers: 

• The Document Verification Service (www.dvs.gov.au) an Australian Federal Government service for checking 

the validity of documents such as birth certificates and drivers licences 

• The National Police Checking Service run by the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (www.acic.gov.au) 
 

Note that these services are provided only for Australian jurisdictions. To work in other countries will require new 

Sonia External Providers to be developed.   

 

Both of these services incur charges for each transaction processed.  For more information, please contact 

help@soniasupport.com. 

 

  
Example form showing Validation field and student entering details of a drivers licence 

http://www.dvs.gov.au/
http://www.acic.gov.au/
mailto:help@soniasupport.com

